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Annual Change in Home Sales by County   /   Q3 2021 to Q3 2022
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Over the past year, the Northern California markets covered by this report added  
159,000 jobs. Given these solid job gains, it was no surprise that the unemployment  
rate fell from 5.6% to 2.9%. 

By county, the lowest jobless rate was in Santa Clara County (2.3%) and the highest rate  
was in Shasta County at 4.3%.

The labor force continues to expand, which is a positive signal of the relative strength of  
the economy in Northern California. The region is only 17,000 jobs short of its pre-pandemic 
peak employment.
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Home Sales
	❱ In the third quarter of this year, 11,454 homes sold, 
which is down 32.5% from a year ago and down 
19.5% from the second quarter. 

	❱ Year over year, sales fell across the board. Though 
the largest drop was in Santa Clara County, there 
were significant declines throughout the region.

	❱ The number of homes for sale continues to grow, 
with total average listings in the quarter up 29.2% 
from a year ago. There were 25.5% more homes for 
sale than in the second quarter.

	❱ Pending home sales fell 16.6% from the second 
quarter, suggesting that the market softened during 
the late summer months. 
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Mortgage Rates

NOTE: Our forecast excludes points and will therefore show rates that are lower 
than you may be quoted.

2020 2021 2022 2023

This remains an uncertain period for mortgage 
rates. When the Federal Reserve slowed bond 
purchases in 2013, investors were accused of 
having a “taper tantrum,” and we are seeing a 
similar reaction today. The Fed appears to be 
content to watch the housing market go through 
a period of pain as they throw all their tools at 
reducing inflation.

As a result, mortgage rates are out of sync with 
treasury yields, which not only continues to push 
rates much higher, but also creates violent swings 
in both directions. My current forecast calls for 
rates to peak in the fourth quarter of this year 
before starting to slowly pull back. That said, they 
will remain in the 6% range until the end of 2023.
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Annual Change in Home Sale Prices by County   /   Q3 2021 to Q3 2022
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Home Prices
	❱ The significant increase in mortgage rates has started 
to impact home prices. The average home sale price 
dropped .5% from a year ago and 12.6% from the 
second quarter of 2022.

	❱ Median listing prices rose 1.6% from the second 
quarter, but the increase was not widespread. 
Although asking prices jumped 18.8% in San Luis 
Obispo County and rose modestly in Napa and 
Shasta counties, this was offset by lower asking 
prices in the balance of the markets.

	❱ Prices rose in five of the counties contained in this 
report, while they fell in three.  Compared to the 
second quarter of 2022, prices fell across the board, 
with double-digit drops in Alameda, Contra Costa, 
and Napa counties.

	❱ Financing costs are negatively impacting home 
prices, which I anticipate will continue through the 
balance of the year and into 2023.
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Days on Market
	❱ The average time it took to sell a home in the 
Northern California counties in this report was seven 
days higher than it was in the third quarter of 2021.

	❱ The length of time it took to sell a home fell in 
Napa County but rose across the rest of the region. 
Compared to the second quarter of 2022, market 
time rose across all counties except Placer, where it 
fell four days. 

	❱ During the third quarter, it took an average of 35 
days to sell a home, which was 9 more days than in 
the second quarter of this year.

	❱ The combination of more choice and very cautious 
buyers has led market time to increase.
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Far higher financing costs in concert 
with very low affordability levels are 
now impacting the region’s housing 
market. Although there may be 
some pain as the market continues 
to revert to a normal pace of price 
growth and sales activity, I am not 
overly concerned about the long-term 
outlook. Home values are correcting, 
but the adjustment will not be severe, 
and certainly nothing like the plummet 
we saw following the bursting of the 
housing bubble. 

I think there are more buyers than  
most people might expect who  
are waiting for prices to correct and, 
more importantly, for mortgage rates  
to stabilize.

While the market is firmly in a period 
of transition, it still is not a traditional 
buyer’s market. That said, it’s also not 
one that gives sellers all the control.  
As such, I am moving the needle  
more in favor of buyers, but not so 
far as to suggest that the tide has 
completely turned. 

This speedometer reflects the state of the region’s real estate 
market using housing inventory, price gains, home sales, 

interest rates, and larger economic factors.

Conclusions
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Average Days on Market by County   /   Q3 2022
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